API CC-1101 Closed Caption Decoder

Inputs
Channel 3 (from cable converter box or VCR) or Baseband Video and Sound (from Cable converter or VCR). Output: Channel 3 or 4 (selectable) to TV set and Baseband Video & Sound to Monitor. F Connectors: RF in and out (channel 3 in/Channel 3/4 out). Video & Sound in and out: RCA connectors.

Outputs
Closed Caption (2nd language available, if broadcast) or TEXT (news or other information, if broadcast on that channel).

Bypass Mode On
Closed caption will not be shown.

Size
11" x 6.125" x 1.25". Wt. 1.8#.

Weight
1.8 Lbs

Agile Products Inc. set top Model CC-1101.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. SAFETY PRECAUTION:

A. DO NOT USE ANY POWER ADAPTER OTHER THAN PROVIDED WITH THE UNIT. MODEL EPD1630 TO PREVENT FROM FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD. DO NOT EXPOSE THE UNIT TO RAIN OR HIGH MOISTURE.

B. DUE TO FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REGULATION OF UNITED STATES, CHANGES OR MODIFICATIONS NOT EXPRESSLY APPROVED BY EPD ELECTRONICS, INC. MAY VOID THE USER'S AUTHORITY TO OPERATE THIS EQUIPMENT.
2. Wiring Instructions:

A. RF Input:

- Connect to VHF input
- Cable converter or VCR
- Channel 3 output
- Channel 3/4 output
- RF input

B. Video on Sound Input:

- Connect to video input
- Cable converter or VCR
- Video output
- Sound output
- Video input
- Sound input
- AC 16V power input
- Wall mount adaptor

**Note: This unit cannot be used video/sound simultaneously.**
3. CONTROLS & FUNCTIONS OF BUTTONS:

FRONT CONTROL BUTTONS

RED LED  GREEN LED  YELLOW LED  ORANGE LED

POWER  BYPASS  LNOII  TXT

REAR TERMINALS

CH 3/4 OUT  CH3/4 OUT  VIDEO OUT  SOUND OUT  VIDEO IN  SOUND IN  CH3 INPUT  POWER

AC16V300HA

A. PUSH POWER-ON BUTTON, THE UNIT STARTS FUNCTIONING AND RED LED IS ON.

B. IF BYPASS BUTTON IS ON, CLOSE CAPTION WILL NOT BE SHOWN ON TV.

C. IF LANGUAGE II BUTTON IS ON, SECOND LANGUAGE WILL BE SHOWN ON TV, IN THE CASE SUCH LANGUAGE WAS BROADCAST IN THE CHANNEL.

D. IF TEXT BUTTON IS ON, A BLACK AREA WILL BE SHOWN ON YOUR TV SCREEN, AND THE LETTERS OF NEWS OR OTHER INFORMATION WILL BE DISPLAYED, IN THE CASE SUCH INFORMATION WAS BROADCAST IN THE CHANNEL.

E. PRIMARY LANGUAGE IN CLOSE CAPTION IS DISPLAYED WHEN ONLY POWER LED IS ON, AND ALL OTHER LEDS ARE OFF.
4. SPECIFICATIONS:

A. TYPE: CLOSED CAPTION DECODER.

B. INPUT: NTSC, CHANNEL 3 RF OR VIDEO AND SOUND (75 OHM COAX).

C. OUTPUT: CHANNEL 3/4 RF OUTPUT, OR VIDEO AND SOUND.

D. POWER: POWER ADAPTER INPUT: 110 VAC

OUTPUT: 18 VAC

E. POWER CONSUMPTION: 4W MAX.

F. EXTERNAL INPUT TERMINALS:

I. CHANNEL 3, RF 75 OHM, "F" TYPE CONNECTOR.

II. COMPOSITE VIDEO 75 OHM, RCA TYPE CONNECTOR.

III. SOUND Hz RCA TYPE CONNECTOR.

G. EXTERNAL OUTPUT TERMINALS:

I. CHANNEL 3/4 SWITCHABLE 75 OHM, "F" TYPE CONNECTOR.

II. COMPOSITE VIDEO 75 OHM, RCA TYPE CONNECTOR.

III. SOUND Hz RCA TYPE CONNECTOR.

H. SIZE: 11" X 6.125" X 1.25"

WEIGHT: 1.8 LBS